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Dear MAPS…
I chose to send my support because

we in the scientific community need to
know more about all of these substances.
Their use continues to grow, yet our
knowledge about them remains fossilized
(i.e. LSD-1970s, MDMA-1980s).
Ignorance is not bliss. It is my hope that
MORE researchers WILL be permitted
access to these drugs that are LARGELY
only available on the black market.

– John Gianoli, M.D.

Having received the latest (MAPS)
Bulletin, I felt like a lost sailor  spotting
land after drifting at sea. The human mind
is a miraculous  thing. Coupled with spirit,
it has the capacity to endure and overcome
some of the most trying of circumstances.
I look forward to seeing this place in my
rear view mirror, and swimming in a sea
 of peaceful, good vibrations. Keep up the
good work.

– Solo

Letters
to MAPS

By no means am I a rich benefactor,
but I do a fair amount of charitable giving
nevertheless, primarily to environmental
organizations, including my own non-
profit, since I think that, without a viable
planet, all else means little to humanity.
However, I believe that people are the
main problem for the environment and
nothing less than a psychedelic revival has
the potency to awaken the masses enough
for us to collectively stop industrially
defecating on our own habitat. Ergo,
MAPS deserves more support and I will
see what I can do.

– Research Professor
at a Major University

I donate more to MAPS than any
other group because the research that
MAPS supports is a vital part of the radical
transformation that humanity must
experience to survive and flourish. Any
methods that help people to see beyond
a limited worldview and embrace a more
authentic, primal, and loving life are
worth pursuing.

– Glenn Smith,
Santa Cruz, CA

This classic text is once again available… in a revised edition, published this

Spring by MAPS. The new edition includes a new introduction from Albert

Hofmann, Ph.D., a foreword by Andrew Weil, M.D. and new afterword with

contributions by L. Jerome, Ph.D., Valerie Mojeiko, and Rick Doblin, Ph.D.

Also included are 40 pages of color images created by study subjects

recording their LSD experiences. Printing of this new edition was made

possible by generous grants to MAPS from Kevin Herbert and the Helios

Foundation. Available for $19.95 (plus shipping) from MAPS, visit our

website www.maps.org/catalog
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